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The COP is used by:
• Agents, Analysts, Operations Specialists & Leadership

Our data portfolio includes:
• National Critical Infrastructure
• HSIP Gold
• CBRN-specific infrastructure data
• Federal and private sector facilities

Our mapping tools incorporate:
• Pre-loaded maps of infrastructure
• Search library by location
• Visualizations / density maps
• Movement/GPS analysis functions
• Simple creation of individual maps

COP integrates DHS’s HIFLD and HSIP Gold data, as well as other datasets from nearly 50 independent government sources
Conclusion
The Common Operating Picture is an enabler of mission success

• The COP is a user-oriented platform tailored to provide FBI users with infrastructure and WMD-centric data.
• Our program relies on inter-agency data-sharing partnerships to deliver insightful and actionable information.
• We remain committed to providing the best available data and simple mapping capabilities for FBI investigations, strategic plans, threat prioritizations.
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